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From the Editor
StampShow
StampShow in Columbus gave about fifteen or so of us a little
time to enjoy each other’s company. Our exhibits did very well
as noted elsewhere. It has occurred to me that our success with
exhibiting postage meter material is partly because people like
Homer Heminway and Doug Kelsey wrote articles and Doug
exhibited the lowly postage meter when that wasn’t cool. Their
efforts smoothed the way for us to a great extent. Of course we
have all gotten a lot better at exhibiting too.
Journal or Bulletin?
I had a heart to heart talk with a literature exhibit judge at
StampShow. You will see many of his suggestions implement-
ed in these pages. One suggestion was to change the name of
the Bulletin to Journal. We discussed that issue at the meeting
and the original decision was to go with it. We are beginning
to think that’s not a good idea. Do you have an opinion?
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Gabe Pustel will be well known to the older MSS mem-
bers for he was our secretary for twenty-two years – from
1973 to 1995. Those of you who joined MSS during that
period may remember how Gabe often did more than just
sign you up. He typically followed up, writing to you
about your interests, to perhaps engender trades and other
exchanges, in other words to get to know you. He did this
with me when I joined in 1978 and, because we lived rela-
tively close to each other, we became fast friends.

Although Gabe was not a prolific hobby writer (despite
having published several psychiatric papers) he was a
consummate collector and amassed the most valuable me-
ter stamp collection that possibly has ever existed. He had
an album for every meter-using country on earth and
each volume contained only the finest and rarest exam-
ples. Duplicates and common material was consigned to
boxes filling attic and basement. One room of his house
contained a magnificent meter archive – books and papers
lining shelves top to bottom along two walls – and along
the other walls were stacked cartons of intact collections
he had bought from earlier meter collectors. For a wide-
eyed beginner like me, a visit to Gabe's house was breath-
taking and it remained so for decades to come.

Despite this dedication, meter stamps were not Gabe's
major interest. He was highly educated, a psychologist by
training, and to the end of his life read everything he
could find on psychiatry, physics, and cosmology – al-
ways searching for insights into the grand design of life
and the universe. His house was indeed a library with
book shelves in every room and filled with titles mostly
beyond my comprehension.

Near the end Gabe sold his collections and moved into
an assisted living apartment. Much of the meters went to
country specialists around the world, but cartons and car-
tons were given away to younger collectors. Several MSS
members are grateful for this and also for the privilege of
knowing Gabe during his interesting and extraordinary
life. Gabe was born on New Year’s Day, 1923. He was a
World War Two veteran – on the beach at Normandy –
and will be buried in Arlington National Cemetery.

Gabe Pustel 1923-2011
Rick Stambaugh

MSS Exhibiting Awards
David Crotty

The Meter Stamp Society has become fairly well
known due to the philatelic exhibits that its members have
prepared over the years. However, we need to take this
one step further. The MSS needs to make awards availa-
ble to worthy exhibits that present material in our range of
interests. At Napex 2009 Joel Hawkins gave the judges a
souvenir coin that PB had distributed. I got that for one of
my exhibits. For StampShow 2011 I had that coin mount-
ed on a plack with 10 name plates. We will pass that
award around at our future meetings as the MSS Meeting
Award. Rick Stambaugh was given this award at Stamp-
Show 2011, Figure 1.

In addition, we have provided the APS with specifica-
tions for The MSS Exhibit Award for any exhibit that
presents meter related material in an exemplary manner.

Exhibits may contain
postage meter stamps,
CVP, Custom Postage
and other forms of post-
age that we cover. The
exhibit can be a thematic
or literature exhibit. We
will pass these specifica-
tions on to societies in
Canada and other coun-
tries as well. When we
receive notice that an
exhibit has been awarded
the MSS Award, we will
send a certificate and
give the exhibitor a two
year membership in the
Society. Figure 1. The MSS Meeting Award
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StampShow Continued from Page 1

StampShow 2011
StampShow 2011 in Columbus Ohio was attended by

about 15 members of the Meter Stamp Society. Members
brought seven exhibits: six philatelic exhibits and one
literature exhibit. Of this we were awarded four Gold, one
Vermeil, and two Silver Awards (see sidebar at right for
complete listing). Not bad for such a small group as we
are. Photos of the awardees are on this issue’s cover, Fig-
ure 1.

As we mounted the exhibits on Thursday afternoon
Rick discovered that he had left three pages on his kitch-
en table. On the advice of one of the volunteers he just
left those spaces blank. Despite this, his exhibit “Pioneer
Postage Meters of New Zealand” was awarded Gold as
well as the Meter Stamp Society Meeting Award.

The Society meeting on Saturday was attended by eight
members, Figure 2. The following subjects were dis-
cussed:
1. Nick Shestople has volunteered to help with the auc-

tions. Joel Hawkins, current auction chairman, will
help Nick get started. Dave Crotty will also assist in
getting the auction on the website.

2. The Literature Exhibit judges made a significant point
that Journals with limited resources should not expend
numerous pages on an auction that has no future value.
After some discussion we decided that future auctions
would be advertised in the Bulletin with photos of im-
portant items, but the entire auction would be shown
only on the website. Those bidders who want to see
the auction on paper will be provided a copy by mail.

3. The Literature Exhibit judges made a number of con-
structive suggestions to the Bulletin editor, David
Crotty. One was that the very name “Bulletin” sug-
gested a work that generally consists of brief an-
nouncements and the dictionary’s first definition
agrees with this, but the second definition supports the
use of Bulletin. Despite the fact that our publication’s
name goes back to 1948 we decided to change the
name to The Meter Stamp Society Quarterly Journal.
We might do this with the new volume in January.

4. The next MSS meeting will be held at StampShow
2013 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

5. MSS Meeting Award. The MSS will continue to pro-
vide an award that judges can present to the best meter
related exhibit at shows where the MSS has its meet-
ing. This award was given to Rick Stambaugh this
time (See Awards page 3).

6. MSS Exhibit Award. A new award will be prepared
that judges at any philatelic show can present to a me-
ter related exhibit that they judge worthy. The award
will be a certificate and a two year membership to the
society. The specifications for this award will be sent
to US and Canadian societies. We will look into send-
ing the specifications to worldwide societies as well.

StampShow 2011 Awards

Gold
David Crotty

Canadian Postage Meter Stamps
Also British North America Philatelic Society Award
Also Ephemera Society of America Certificate

Rick Stambaugh,
Pioneer Postage Meters of New Zealand
Also Meter Stamp Society Meeting Award

Anthony Wawrukiewicz
U.S. Personal Computer Meter Postage,

A Revolution and a Success
Also American Philatelic Society Post 1980 Medal

Of Excellence
Joel Hawkins

The Pitney Bowes 75th Anniversary Postage Meter
Stamp “The Fox” 1993-1994
(single frame)

Vermeil
Bob Rice

Arthur H. Pitney, The First 20 Years Development
Of the Postage Meter, 1901-1921

Silver
David Crotty

Meters On The Ice
David Crotty

The Meter Stamp Society Quarterly Bulletin
(literature exhibit)

Figure 2. Top Left at the meeting: Joel Hawkins, Bob Rice, Joe
and Mike Banchek, Wong Liu, Rick & Chuang Mei Stambaugh
and visitors. Top Right: Rick, Chuang Mei, Bob, Dave, Joel.
Bottom Left at the booth: Rick, Bob, Dave with visitor. Bottom
Right at dinner: Joel, Chuang Mei, Rick, Steve Kaplan, Dave.
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Dual Color Postage Meter Prints
Dave Crotty

Occasionally we run across a postage meter print that
shows two or more colors. Pitney Bowes, in the old days,
sold seven different ink colors, but most of the meters
could only print one color. Most of the examples we see
have been doctored. Figure 1 is a good example of a doc-
tored two color print. The top half is standard red but the
lower half is green. The meter type RT or RF had only
one ink roller so someone had to put green ink on half of
the roller pad and red ink on the other half. They might
have cut the ink pad in two halves.

However, a few PB models had two separate ink roll-
ers, one that inked the slogan and one that inked the indi-
cia. These were never advertised as such and very sel-
dom used with more than one color. The PB DM models
had dual rollers and could print two colors. Figure 2
shows a stamp from this model with a blue slogan
and the standard red indicia. This was accom-
plished by using different colored inks on the two
roller pads. Very few meter users actually took
advantage of this. Rick Stambaugh found this one
in a dealer box at StampShow 2011.

Figure 3 is an example of a model 5700 meter
with a red slogan and “BLK RATE” directional
slug and a dark blue indicia. That particular meter
stamp was used to mail an issue of the MSS Bul-
letin in 1991. The dual color was accomplished by
Bob Rice, then an employee of Pitney Bowes,
who cut the ink pad in two pieces and inked each
with different colored inks. Bob reports that PB
liked the idea and subsequently shipped some
models that way. However, this is the only exam-
ple that I have ever seen of this type of meter
stamp having two colors. If anyone has more examples
please send them to the editor.

Fast forward to the twenty first century. Suddenly du-
al colored prints are showing up from Neopost and Fran-
cotyp Postalia postage meters all over the world. Figure 4
shows the Australian Neopost reported by Richard Peck.
Figure 5 is the Francotyp Postalia print reported in the
last issue by Ernie Angino.

Simple explanation. The FP and Neopost meters have
two print heads, each with a separate ink cartridge, Fig-
ure 6. The top and bottom of the indicia are often not
aligned perfectly as a result. Refilled or off market car-
tridges may not provide consistent color. Thus multiple
shades. Note that not all FB and Neopost models have
this dual print head design.

Modern Pitney Bowes postage meters have only one
print head. Thus meter stamps from PB digital meters

Figure 1. Two Color Meter Print from a PB RT or RF Meter.
Accomplished by inking two halves of the ink pad separately.

Figure 2. Two Color Model DM. Blue Slogan, Red Indicia.

Figure 3. Two Color Model 5700. Red Slogan, Black Indicia

Figure 4. Two Color Australia Neopost Meter Print. Top Blue,
Bottom Red.

Figure 5. Two Color US Francotyp Postalia Meter Print.
Top Purple, Bottom Red.

Dual Color Continued Page 6
Figure 7. Hasler example in which the lower
print head failed to print. Ernie Angino.
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Figure 6. YouTube video capture showing the Francotyp Post-
alia printer with two ink cartridges. Each feeds one of the two
print heads.

will not show the separation seen for some Neopost and
FP meters.

We need to keep in mind that these are inkjet printers
and sometimes the jets get clogged causing a wide range
of printing errors. Figure 7 shows a stamp in which the
bottom print head failed.

Of course, Pitney Bowes recently introduced its first
mailing machine capable of multiple colors, the Connect
Plus. I got a demonstration of the this innovation at a lo-
cal PB sales office recently. The salesman was kind
enough to print out about 150 envelopes, Figure 8. I add-
ed the MSS and StampShow 2011 logos and used them as
souvenirs at the MSS table at StampShow in August. I
have quite a few left. If anyone wants one please send me
a stamped self addressed envelope. If you want it unfold-
ed please make your envelope is larger than 9.5x4.25

Figure 8. Pitney Bowes Connect Plus Specimen cover sport-
ing PB YouTube and twitter ads. This cover was given out as
a souvenir at the MSS table at StampShow 2011.

Dual Color Continued from Page 5

Figure 9. A typical multicolor cover printed by the PB Connect Plus mailing machine, thanks to Otto Bergman.
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US News
David Crotty

APC Test Sheet
Frankie Sutera, the famous dumpster diver, retrieved an-
other gem, an APC test sheet, Figure 1, at his local post
office. These are rare, unless perhaps you know a postal
clerk who might save one for you.

New Hasler Official Meter
Harold Effner reported a new Hasler official mail meter,
Figure 2. Rick Stambaugh listed it as OO-I3.

Forever Priority Package Labels
Karim Roder noted that the USPS announced on May 9,
2011 new Forever postage rates for a range of prepaid flat
rate packages, Figure 3. The rates include Priority Mail
Flat Rate Envelope, Priority Mail Flat Rate Padded Enve-
lope, Priority Mail Flat Rate Legal Envelope, Priority
Mail Large Flat Rate Box, Priority Mail Medium Flat
Rate Box, Priority Mail Medium Flat Rate Box and Prior-
ity Mail Small Flat Rate Box. The labels are purchased
through the USPS website, www.usps.com. Stamps.com

has the contract to print the labels. The labels is affixed to
the appropriate packaging and shipped to the customer.
The customer’s return address is printed on the label and
the addressee’s address can be added at any time in the
future.

Odd Shaped eBay Internet Package Label
Frankie Sutera received a package with the odd shaped
3.38x4” internet download label, Figure 4, with the text
squashed to fit.. Internet download labels are printed as
Adobe PDF files which can be printed on range of paper
sizes AND can be made to do exactly this kind of “shrink
to fit” printing.

Figure 1. APC Test Sheet

Figure 2. New Hasler Official Meter OO-I3

Figure 3. Forever Prepaid Priority Package from USPS.

Figure 4.
Shrink to Fit
Download
Package La-
bel over nor-
mal label for
comparison.
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CVP Update
Len Nadybal

These notes obtained from an article by Thomas Loeper in
Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung (German Stamp Magazine)
issue 8/2011, page 82.

France
The latest issues from France commemorated a regional

philatelic competition at Montlouis-sur-Loire on May 14,
2011 and "Nature and Ecology" for a private viewing of the
works of German artist, Nils Udo. These two emissions
have small issue quantities. The Montlouis design was print-
ed in a quantity of 20,000 and the Nature issue (not pictured)
will exist in a quantity of only 10,000. The Nature stamp
will remain on sale at the postal museum "l'Adresse"
through October 1, 2011.

Belgium
Belgium issued a set available in only four nondenominat-

ed service-level-indicator-only ATMs commemorating Tou-
louse Lautrec. The vending machine was in use in Charleroi
on June 25, 2011 for only five hours. Earlier, on May 14,
2011, a similar set of four was on sale in Antwerp to com-
memorate a "Stamp Festival." [Current availability status
was not mentioned.] These new ATMs are interesting, in
that they have the country name in the three national lan-
guages of Belgium (including German for the eastern can-
tons), rather than two which has been customary, and have
tariff levels in English. The machines used are manufactured
by the Belgian firm E.S.E. The first set from these machines
was the green designs with the town name "3990 Peer" com-
memorating a local fair on April 2, 2011.

I have just finished work on the Italy chapter of the
online catalog. I feel it is worth an announcement in the
Bulletin because it was the most challenging country to
do and signals a milestone in the project. Alphabetically I
have not yet reached the half-way point but the hardest
work is over. All the big, complex countries are finished-
the U.S., Germany, France, Britain, and now Italy - and
progress with the catalog should now move more quickly.
Collectors will find the Italy chapter a vast improvement
over the printed edition. It contains more detail and in-
cludes identification charts that should greatly assist sort-
ing out these complex, seemingly identical looking

Belgium

France

Italy Complete for The International Postage
Meter Stamp Catalog

Rick Stambaugh

stamps. These charts are new and have never appeared in
other publications.

Despite all the improvements in the Italy chapter, I
must also say that it probably contains errors due to my
ignorance of the Italian language and difficulties I had
with the papers available to me. Users of the catalog who
spot mistakes are urged to report them to me at riikstam-
baugh@yahoo.com.

The IPMSC can be found at www.wikibooks.org with
the article name “wiki/International_Postage_Meter_
Stamp_Catalog/Italy.”
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pbSmartPostage –Numerous Changes
Pitney Bowes announced a new service on or about

March 27, 2011 as first reported in the Summer Issue num-
ber 292 of the Bulletin. At the time of publication there
were only specimen copies of these new stamps. The wel-
come kit arrived on June 14, 2011. Space is not available to
show everything in that kit but the materials will be dis-
played on the MSS website. A lot has happened since then.

Around the end of June 2011 about 3 months after the
launch, the Type 1, Figure 1, inscription with low value
stamp denominations having 1 zero to the left of the deci-
mal point was changed to Type 2 with 3 zeros so that $0.44
was changed to $000.44, Figure 2. However, the alteration
was not made on the illustrated stamps shown on the moni-
tor during printing, or on test sheet printouts. Rates that
had zeros in the one cent column were printed without the

Custom Postage News and Notes
Otto Bergman

zero ($000.8 rather than $000.80), Figure 5.
About a month later (on or after July 18, and on or be-

fore July 23), the Type 2 inscription with pbSmartPostage
on the 8th and bottom line of text was removed from the
left side of the stamps, which resulted in a Type 3 inscrip-
tion, Figure 3. The deletion was made to allow for the
addition of the ComBasPrice notation (Type 4 inscription
Figure 4) on shipments that qualified for Commercial
Base Pricing. Again, the alteration was not made on the
illustrated stamps shown on the monitor during printing,

Figure 7. pbSmartPostage Inter-
net download package label.

Figure 2. Type 2. Value $000.XX. With the inscription

pbSmartPostage below “PITNEY BOWES”.

Figure 3. Type 3. Value $000.XX. Without the inscription

pbSmartPostage below “PITNEY BOWES”.

Figure 4. Type 4 with directive ComBasPrice (Commercial

Base Pricing).

Figure 1. Type 1. Value

$0.XX. With the inscrip-

tion pbSmartPostage be-

low “PITNEY BOWES”.

or on test sheet printouts.
Sometime between August 28 and September 11,

2011, the Type 3 and 4 inscriptions were changed after
about 6 weeks to Type 5, Figure 6. Type 5 returns to just
one leading zero, and a zero in the units column so that
80¢ printed as $0.80 rather than $000.8.

The pbSmartPostage service also prints Internet down-
load package labels, Figure 7. While the stamps are not
dated and can be used anytime, the package labels are
dated, and should be used on the printed date.

It should be noted that collectors printed very few
Type 1, 2, and 3 inscriptions before these unannounced
changes were made. For some values, only one stamp is
known.

Early users of this product had problems too numerous
to describe here. In addition, special label sheets must be
used with their individual serial number assigned to indi-
vidual users. A traveler must be prepared with his/her
stamp sheets when away from home.

Figure 6. Type 5 return to
just one leading zero. Also
$0.80 prints correctly.

Figure 5. Type 4, Type 3
with units zero omitted,
$000.8.
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World Report
Richard Stambaugh

Elusive Thai Automats
Recently I had a chance to view some back issues of

The Thai Times, the journal of the Thailand Philatelic
Society. It is amazing what you can turn up sometimes
while digging around in other people's back yards. Their
issue of April 2007 contains an article by A.G. (Del)
Smith, "Thailand Post Tests Automated Postal Ma-
chines". Here was revealed – to me at least – a new and
completely unknown digital vending machine stamp.
Starting around November 2006 ten machines began tri-
als at various post offices throughout Bangkok. They
used a touch screen interface and accepted coins or spe-
cial 100-baht prepaid debit cards which could be bought
at post office counters. To the right of the screen was a
scale for weighing the mail piece, and below was a recep-
tacle for depositing the stamped mail, Figure 1.

Six different stamp op-
tions ware available: do-
mestic mail, international
surface mail and airmail,
certified mail (CZ), ex-
press mail (EZ), and reg-
istered mail (RZ) (see
Figure 1). The stamps
include a transaction
number at upper left and a
machine number at upper
right. The CZ, EZ, and
RZ stamps include a bar-
code near the bottom. It

should be noted that the stamps shown in the illustration
all have BAHT (the Thai currency) spelled incorrectly as
BATH. I do not know if this is a system wide error or
found only on machine 00007 which produced the stamps
in the illustration.

It is now five years after the machines were introduced
and the original article published. It may be they are still
in service, but my bet is the experiment ended in rejection
as these things often tend to do.
Italian Automat
During my research for the recently completed Italy
chapter of the online International Postage Meter Stamp
Catalog (http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/International_
Postage_ Meter_Stamp_Catalog/Italy) I stumbled across
another previously unknown – again to me – automat. A
single coin-operated franking machine was on display
and available for use at the First European Community
Exhibition of Postal Mechanization which took place in
Rome between 29 Octo-
ber and 11 November,
1956. The machine pro-
duced simple 20 lira
stamps, Figure 2, without
date or location data. Mail
franked by the stamp and
deposited in the mailbox
near the machine received
the commemorative post-
mark shown in the illus-
tration. Good luck finding
one of these elusive crea-
tures.
Germany Ends Stampit
My friend Heinz Friedberg in Germany told me that the
German online Stampit program is being terminated at
the end of September. Account holders will be transferred
to the Internetmarke system which produces ‘anytime/
anywhere' stamps rather than date-bound stamps. See
the online catalog (Germany part 3, Sub-group PC-B)
where I have already added appropriate notes.

Figure 1. Thai Vending Machine and Stamps

Figure 2. Italian Automat PV01

Figure 3. Argentina Post
Office Label PO-F5
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Newly Reported Meter Stamps
Argentina Post Office Meter
Thanks to Ernie Angino for reporting the latest digital
post office machine label used in Argentina, Figure 3.
The new label is the fifth in the series and the second to
feature the sun as the central image.
Great Britain SmartStamp
Frank Sutera surprised me with his find of a new variety
of digital PC/Internet "SmartStamp" from Great Britain.
The new version, Figure 4, differs from the standard by
displaying the service indicator as a positive character on
a clear background rather than the other way around. The
new stamp has been designated Type PC2 in the online
catalog. Type PC1, Figure 5, is shown for comparison.
Greece Gothic Values
Several items reported in this column were found on
eBay, the online auction service. This includes a Greek
stamp, Figure 6, that was hidden for almost sixty years.
While viewing the auction I took notice of the gothic val-
ue figures and realized it was a new stamp. Further exam-
ination identified it as the product of a Francotyp model
"C" meter, a machine not previously known used in
Greece. The stamp will be cataloged as new Type A3.1.

Myanmar Unengraved Post Office Stamp
Another Ebay find is the unengraved 2001 stamp from
Myanmar (Burma) shown in Figure 7. The image is in-
complete as the right edge of the frank missed the cover.
It was applied to a domestic rate prestamped envelope
and provided the additional postage necessary for airmail
service to the United States. The implication is the stamp
was produced by a post office meter.

Pakistan New E1
Richard Peck reported several new finds including this

27-year old Hasler "F88" surprise from Pakistan, Figure
8. At first glance I thought it was from Taiwan where
meter stamps with a similar negative perforation outer
border have been used. The stamp is completely different
from anything else used in Pakistan, and will be cata-
loged in a new Group of its own.

Sudan Simplex Stamp Verified
Another Ebay surprise is this Pitney Bowes/Universal
"Simplex" stamp used in Khartoum, Sudan in 1962, Fig-
ure 9. The Sudanese Simplex stamp was known previous-
ly only as an essay. Here is verification the machine was
actually used.

Figure 4. Newly Found GB SmartStamp, PC2

Figure 5. Original GB SmartStamp, PC1

Figure 6. Newly Found Greek Francotyp Type A3.1

Figure 7. Myanmar Unengraved Post Office Stamp

Figure 8. Pakistan Negative Perforations, E1.

Figure 9. Sudan Simplex Stamp.

World Report Continued Page 12
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Figure 10.
Surinam Frama

Surinam Frama
Richard Peck also reported a previously undocumented
Surinam stamp, Figure 10, a Frama model "M/E" from
1994.

Turkey Universal “Teltax” Essay
Another Peck find is a promotional sheet for the Univer-
sal "Teltax" meter prepared for Turkey. The sheet, Figure
11, pictures the machine as well as the stamp which as far
as we know was never used. At this point we should con-
sider it an essay.

Whatizzits?
Iceland Post Office Label?
Our first whatizzit is a small digital stamp from Iceland,
Figure 12. Other than the preprinted country name and
postal logo (plus a tiny vertical "ÍP 680") the stamp con-

In addition to Rick Stambaugh’s report:

Bermuda Recalls Manual Reset
John Butkis forwarded a report from the Bermuda Sun
newspaper dated July 17, 2011. The Bermuda Post Office
announced that as of January 1, 2012 all manual reset
postage meters will be removed from service. In addition,
after October 1, 2011 the Post Office will not add postage
to any manual reset meter. Any user with a manual reset
meter that has postage on January 1, 2012 will have the
postage credited to the user’s account.
Australia Connect Plus
The first example of a Pitney Bowes Connect Plus mail-
ing machine outside the US, Figure 14, comes to us from
Richard Peck in Australia. As discussed on page 6 of this
issue, this mailing machine has a full color Hewlett Pack-
ard printer inside and can print the entire envelope.

Figure 11. Turkey Universal “Teltax” and Essay

Figure 12. Iceland PO2

Figure 13. Indonesia Post Office Label?

World Report Continued from Page 11 tains only the postage value and date. Although I really
do not know what the stamp is, I have tentatively cata-
loged it as Type PO2.

Indonesia Post Office Label?
A registered cover from Indonesia that came my way a
short time ago had no postage stamp at all, only the multi
-part registration label shown in Figure 13. Inside the lit-
tle box below "POSTAGE PAID" someone wrote the
postage amount. Could it be that we have come full circle
and are again in an age where postage is indicated by a
postal clerk's notation on a cover?

Figure 14. PB Connect Plus color printer used in Australia
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A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

The gold medal exhibits and definitive collection of United States mechanized franking formed by Doug Kelsey are available for
sale. This is probably the most unique and important collection of U.S. twentieth-century postal history ever assembled because it
covers the entire century and includes all aspects of postage meter franking. The significance of this collection is its important
contribution to philately by documenting the entire history of postage franking technology.

Included in the Kelsey collection is the personal archive of Arthur Pitney, inventor of the postage meter, acquired from the
Pitney family. In addition to essays, covers, and proofs, the archive consists of documents, signed patents, photographs, newspa-
per and magazine clippings, brochures, and an unpublished autobiography. Also included is the Alfred G. Kanzler collection, a 47
-year employee of Pitney Bowes (1920-1967) who was hired before the inauguration of the first postage meter and was an ardent
metered mail collector who recorded Pitney-Bowes’ postage meter development from the inside of the industry. The Pitney/
Kanzler collections and archives consist of significant collateral and ephemeral material that document the development of mecha-
nized franking in the U.S. by Pitney Bowes AND their competition. It is an extraordinarily unique and unequalled holding.

The Kelsey collection includes thousands of covers, essays, proofs, and spectacular usages of metered mail documenting the
entire spectrum of postage meter franking in the United States. The collection begins with the unique example of the world’s earli-
est postage meter, the 1897 cover franked by the DeGrazza Letter Registering Box used for a six-week trial in New York City and
ends with the most recent developments of the late 20th century. Although the collection includes all aspects of postage meter his-
tory and usage, one strength of the collection is the early development of postage meter technology emphasizing the pre-
authorization period, the1920 authorization, and early classic usages to 1958 (when meter franking overcame adhesive franking as
the source of greatest postage revenue for the USPOD). The number of unique and rare items is too numerous to list, but many
items are the basis for listings in the United States Postage Meter Stamp Catalog by Joel Hawkins and Richard Stambaugh. Be-
cause of the nature, composition, depth, and stature of this collection, it can be said that this collection, archives, and research can-
not be duplicated.

The material offered is substantially broader with greater depth than any other mechanized franking collection ever compiled
and available for collectors or museums. Its emphasis on the postal history and development of postage meter franking gives this
collection the comprehensive scope necessary to feature not only the rates for which adhesive stamps were issued but also the
rates for which no adhesive stamps were issued (including multiple rates). The unique collection includes meter usages for all
classes of mail; foreign and unusual destinations; auxiliary markings; regulation infractions; experimental meter stamps; provi-
sional meter stamps; official mail; mixed franking; redirected, censored, interrupted/crash/damaged mail; airmail; short-paid and
postage due; earliest-known dates of usage; post office meter stamps; business reply; and supplementary services (registry, special
delivery, insured, certified, recorded, return receipts, etc.).

The material in this collection has been used to produce six different exhibits that have been shown fifteen times in national
philatelic exhibitions resulting in twelve gold medals, three vermeil medals, two reserve grand awards, three APS Medals of ex-
cellence, three APS Research Medals, and numerous other special awards.

This unique collection inspired the publication of several books and the long-running Linn’s Stamp News regular column,
“Meter Stamps” (monthly for 13 years).

The entire collection consists of 3,100+ metered mail items plus research files, original documents, photographs, ephemera,
brochures, articles, books, and archives. Photocopies of some highlights are available or an examination can be arranged.

MOUNTED EXHIBITS/COLLECTION = 2,000 items consisting of 1,688 covers, postcards, and usages (including experimen-
tals); 186 stamps, strips, or imprints on piece; and 126 essays, proofs or specimens.

UNMOUNTED COLLECTION = 1,150+ items consisting of 1,089 covers, postcards, and usages (including 91 slogans on cover
and 300 post-1990 decimal rate usages); 61+ stamps, strips, or imprints on piece (including 10 slogans); and 22 essays, proofs or
specimens.

Further information and price can be obtained by contacting Doug Kelsey, PO Box 16278, Tucson, AZ 85732-6277, 520-321-
0879, e-mail: dakarizona@aol.com.

Advertisement
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What Happened to Meter Ads?
Ernest E. Angino

I sort through thousands of different types of
dated meter envelopes yearly, covering a time
span of 90+ years. Among many changes noted,
one fact in particular stands out, the disappear-
ance of fancy, attractive, colorful and informa-
tive meter ads. These are normally found to the
left of the meter indicia . This vanishing act can
be noted on both foreign and United States covers.
It has been especially evident in the last 25 years.
To quote R. Stambaugh (personal communication),
"We do not see many slogans on modern digital
covers, and the pictor ial ones seem to have dis-
appeared altogether ." What happened? Figure 1
il lustrates five meter cover strips selected at ran-
dom from my collection and covering a span of 81
years. The two recent (and rare) covers with mini-
mal ads are also shown in Figure 1.

Over time, meter ads have been printed in many
colors: red, blue, purple, black, yellow, orange,
brown and green and occasionally in two colors on
the same ad and envelope. On more than one occa-
sion I have even seen an attractive tr icolored me-
ter. What happened to the likes of Elsie the Cow
and Virginia Dare? I show only a few examples
in Figure 1. There are, for example, literally hun-
dreds of covers with variations on the "Win the
War Theme" that can be collected for the per iod
of World War II, 1939-45. I thought adver tising
was a strength with most corporations want ing
their logo and name recognizable far and wide.

Clear ly the technology to produce meter ads
exists. Meter type M-13 in the US section of the
on-line Wikipedia edit ion of the International

Catalog is a meter example pr inted from the new
Pitney-Bowes "Connect+" ser ies of meters. Pit-
ney-Bowes information and the catalog indicate
clearly that the "know-how" exists. I quote from
the catalog: "Pitney-Bowes 'Connect+' Series can
print a path completely across the top of an enve-
lope including the return address, slogan, and what-
ever, as well as the frank and in multiple colors."

Given this capacity, why are logos, pictorial
slogans and ads, etc. not presently seen and used
more commonly on the covers of the last 30 or so
years. We see postal information as to mail type
(presorted, first class, non-profit, etc.) printed to the
left of the indicia, but again, no advertising or slo-
gans. The likely explanation for the disappear-
ance of advertising on meter mail covers is, of
course, the expansion of other outlets for ads such
as Twitter, e-mail, TV and other internet sites.
Mail volume is decreasing and an advertiser may
justifiably feel he can get a "better bang for a
buck" elsewhere than on envelopes. The R7A me-
ter shown at the bottom of Figure 1 is the only
commercial ad of any type that I have seen on a
modern digital cover. Figure 1 illustrates a non-
commercial use of the advertising capability of
the Hasler model W165/95 digita l 2003 model on
an R3c cover . It plugs the science based United
States Geological Survey (USGS). If you have cop-
ies of modern ad covers (1995-present) I'd like to
see them. E-mail me a copy at rockdoc
@sunflower.com and perhaps we can show some of
them in a future edition of the MSS Bulletin.

Figure 1. Older Meter Stamps with Advertising Slogans Compared
with Recent Minimal Slogans with Types R7A and R3A.
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Member Want Ad Terms
First Ad per Issue
To 35 Words Free
46-55 Words $2
56-65 Words $3
Second Ad Per Issue
Per 10 Words $1
Non Member Want Ads
20¢ per Word $5 minimum

Ad will run for four issues.
Must be renewed for longer
terms. Send Ad copy and pay-
ment to Secretary Treasurer
Doug Kelsey.

free WANT ADSFRAMA WORLD CATALOG 2000
286 pages, all English-French-Italian
(only US $35 or 25 Euro: By registered
Mail) See Review in MSS Bulletin #250
WORLD FRAMA Price List (free)
Flavio ROTA, Via B. Marcello 3, 22063
CANTU' CO, Italy, rota.flavio@tin.it
www.francobolli-automatici.it
Handbook and Catalog Combined.

Wanted: Newspaper clippings of Avia-
tion Events 1920’s to the 1940’s to be
used in philatelic exhibits. David Crotty,
decrotty@yahoo.com (Winter 2011)

Wanted: Articles for the MSS Quarter-
ly Bulletin that describe your area of
expertise. Maybe something we’ve dis-
cussed before but from a different angle.
Maybe you thought that only you cared
about this stuff. decrotty@yahoo.com

Wanted: Flying Eagle Meter tapes
(single and especially on cover) and cuts.
Please e-mail first at mnjer-
ryk@gmail.com or write to Jerry Kolton,
2535 174th Lane N.W. Andover, MN
55304-1373. (Spring 2012)

Wanted: Meter Stamp specimens, proof
and essays from the Netherlands and its
colonies: Netherlands Indies, Suriname,

Curacao, Netherlands Antillen, Aruba,
Netherlands New Guinea.
willempaterkamp@wanadoo.nl
Willem Pasterkamp
Pinksterbioemstraat 12
8321 XE URK, The Netherlands

SELL YOUR COLLECTION. If you
are ready to cash in and don't want to wait
6-10 months for a check from the MSS
auction, sell to me. Prompt offer, prompt
payment. Rick Stambaugh, 613 Old
Corlies Ave, Neptune, NJ 07753. riik-
stambaugh@yahoo.com (Autumn 2011)

Wanted: meters from Armenia and Por-
tuguese Guinea. Send details to Richard
Peck rp359@idx.com.au\

Wanted, Decimal Postage: denomina-
tions of any meter type on cover.
Bulk mail denominations: 4¢, 4.2¢, 5¢,
6.4¢, 6.7¢, 7.7¢, 7.9¢, 8.8¢, 12.2¢
Nonprofit mail denominations: 1.9¢,
2.4¢, 3¢, 3.1¢, 3.2¢, 3.3¢, 4.0¢, 4.8¢,
5.5¢, 6.3¢, 6.6¢, 7.1¢, 7.2¢, 8.7¢
Presort first-class (all before 2/2/91): 14¢,
15.5¢, 16¢, 16.5¢, 17¢ (after 4/3/88),
19.1¢, 21.1¢, 23¢, 24.1¢, 26¢, 32¢, 34¢,

35¢, 41¢
Send priced photocopies or send on
approval to Doug Kelsey, PO Box 16278,
Tucson, AZ 85732 or email
DouglasK21@aol.com (Winter 2011)

Canada News
Ross Irwin, Dave Crotty

PC Postage Test In Calgary
E-Stamp.com (Stamps.com) conducted a PC Postage

experiment in early 2000, Figure 1. All prints we have
seen are dated in March from Calgary. Some reports sug-
gest at most a few thousand covers were mailed during
this time. It is not at all clear how many users were part of
the test but at least four different meter numbers are
known, all begin with a 053E prefix. Web articles have
been found that suggest Stamps.com was trying to start a
similar test in the Netherlands at that time.
Vertical Text for Neopost Meter Stamps
Recent Neopost digital meter stamps have shown hori-
zontal text for the meter number and other parameters
between the Datamatrix barcode and the value frame,
while FP and PB have used vertical text. Neopost meters
have begun to appear with vertical text, Figure 2. The
ones seen have meter numbers in the 3510000 range.
Smaller PB Digital Meter Stamps
Recently a smaller PB meter has been reported with di-
mensions of 20 - 33 - 64 mm, compared to regular 24 - 34

Figure 1. E-Stamp.com PC Postage test, March 2000.

Figure 2. Recent Neopost digital stamp with horizontal text.
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__________Society Business__________

The Meter Stamp Society Bookstore
Canada

US Mexico World

Complete MSS Bulletin CD 1948-2009 $50.00
(All MSS Bulletins as Searchable PDF Files)

Mailed Via Mailomat by Douglas Kelsey $10.00 $12.50 $16.50
(The definitive guide)

National Cash Register Company-Meter Stamps
by Douglas Kelsey (A Complete Listing) $3.00 $4.00 $5.00

United States Meter Stamps, First Days $6.00 $8.00 $10.00
and Earliest-Known Uses
by Douglas Kelsey

Prices postpaid. Make checks payable to Meter Stamp Society in
US funds drawn on a US bank or international money order.
Send cash at your own risk. Send orders to Douglas Kelsey:
douglasK21@aol.com
Authors, List your book with the MSS. Contact Douglas Kelsey.

The MSS Quarterly Bulletin
1948-2010 On CD

$50 Postpaid Worldwide

CVP, Customized Postage and
Postage Meter Catalogs

Computer Vended Postage
USA: Postwertzeichen mit variablem Wertaufdruck
(1989-2010)
271 pages, ca. 300 b/w images, 200 main and 1,000 sub
catalog numbers.

Karim Roder
www.lulu.com/kroder $22

Customized Postage
United States Customized Postage
Charlie Gore, Otto Bergman, Joann Lenz
www.ephemera4u.com Free

Traditional Postage Meters
The International Postage Meter Stamp Catalog
Joel Hawkins and Richard Stambaugh
en.wikibooks.org/wiki/International_Postage_Meter_
Stamp_Catalog Free
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Purchase An
Ad in the Bulletin

Price Per Issue
Full Page $60
Half Page $30
Quarter Page $20
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